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First
Time
Guest
In addition to the thousands of great presentations and demos we have seen and been a
part of at 1763 over the years, we especially enjoy seeing all the new faces come through
the front door for the first time. These are experienced Lifestylers who just moved to the
area, first time visitors from other parts of the state, other states or other countries (yes
1763 does get guest from other countries and they usually stay in one of 1763’s unique
private rental suites), or they are “newbies” who are taking their first step out into the
public play community.
The “newbies” are almost always nervous and sometimes even a bit afraid to step up to
the front desk for the first time, even the more “mature” couples. As I thought about this
after we left 1763 one night it occurred to me that they all have one thing in common.
The “newbies” are eager to find out if “what it is that we do” in public is what they hope
it is and the experienced first timers are eager to have their first 1763 experience.
As Lady Beth and I talked about this that night I realized why we enjoy seeing all the
new faces so much and how they usually transition to "happy to be there" faces! It is
because it subconsciously reminds us of our first times through the front door of 1763
and what a significant (and amazingly good) change that made in our lives, and for so
many other people over the years. That is why when we leave 1763, usually tired and
with all our damaged, and old body parts hurting, we still feel great, even when we did
not get to play!
Thank you to MsWhip, Arnold, Teri and everyone who has been a part of this amazing
journey!

Sir James

